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Abstract

Direct methanol fuel cells have been characterised under ambient conditions. By operating the cathode with hydrogen as well as air, the
half-cell and full-cell overvoltages have been found. Both the anode and the cathode kinetics improve with increasing temperature, but the
cathode suffers from additional losses due to methanol crossover and water flooding. The methanol concentration, however, mainly influences
the cathode. Impedance spectroscopy measurements on single cells and stacks confirm these results, and indicate that water removal from
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he cathode is important for stable operation of direct methanol fuel cells. Carbon dioxide (CO2) in the cathode outlet was measured by mass
pectroscopy (MS). The amount of carbon dioxide crossover is noticeable compared to the methanol crossover, but decreases with temperature
nd methanol concentration. Almost 100% of the crossover methanol is converted to carbon dioxide at the cathode.

2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Direct methanol fuel cells (DMFC) are increasingly being
eveloped to replace or support batteries in portable appli-
ations. This is principally due to the high energy density
f methanol (MeOH), which is also already available for
otential consumers. Other advantages are the convenience
f operating with a liquid fuel and the overall simple system
esign, as the complex humidification and thermal manage-
ent associated with the polymer electrolyte membrane fuel

ell (PEMFC) can be avoided [1].
The performance of the direct methanol fuel cell is primar-

ly limited by the crossover of methanol and the slow kinetics
f the redox reactions [2]. Both the oxidation of methanol and
he reduction of oxygen leads to large overpotentials on the
node and cathode, respectively. In order to improve the activ-
ty at the electrodes, it is necessary to understand the reaction

∗ Present address: SINTEF Materials and Chemistry, Sem Sælands vei 12,
o-7465 Trondheim, Norway. Tel.: +49 761 4588 5213.

mechanism. Although various parallel reaction paths for the
methanol oxidation are possible, there is consensus about the
general course of action [1,3–5]. The remaining questions are
the identification of the dominant adsorbed intermediate and
the correlated limiting reaction step. To increase the reaction
rate, catalyst loadings up to 10 times higher than in PEMFC
have been applied [1]. Therefore, much effort is being made
to lower the amount [6] and develop new catalysts based
on cheaper materials [7–9]. For the anode, a binary catalyst
consisting of platinum (Pt) and ruthenium (Ru), often in a 1:1
atomic ratio [7], is most common.

Due to the methanol crossover effect, the situation at
the cathode in a DMFC is complex. The cathodic reaction
of the PEMFC is well described in the literature [10], but
to date, there is no clear understanding of the influence of
methanol on the oxygen reduction mechanism [1]. However,
the consumption of oxygen due to the methanol oxidation
lowers the partial pressure of oxygen, and the formation of a
mixed potential at the cathode lowers its potential. A promis-
ing approach to avoid this problem is the development of
methanol-tolerant catalysts [11]. If this is accomplished, the
cathodic overvoltage will be significantly reduced, however,
E-mail address: anders.oedegaard@ise.fraunhofer.de.
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the utilisation of methanol (or Faraday efficiency) is still low
due to the permeation through the membrane.

The best solution to the crossover problem would
of course be a new electrolyte which is in-permeable
to methanol. DuPont’s Nafion®, a perfluorosulfonic acid
(PFSA)/polytetrafluorethylene (PTFE) copolymer in the acid
form, has been the favoured membrane material for the
DMFC for the last 30 years. One way to reduce crossover is
to alter its properties, for instance by adding inorganic com-
pounds like silica (SiO2) [12] and palladium (Pd) [13] or to
make physical modifications to the membrane (e.g. grafting
[14]) to achieve a barrier against methanol, without limiting
the proton transport. New polymer materials, like polybenz-
imidazole (PBI) and polyphosphazene (PPZ), are also being
investigated as alternatives to the sulfonated PFSA [1,15,16].
Despite all these efforts, Nafion® is still the most commonly
used membrane material.

In addition to the slow oxygen reduction kinetics, which
are strongly influenced by the presence of methanol, the
DMFC cathode also exhibits large amounts of water due to
the liquid anode feed and the leakage through the membrane.
Thus, the danger of flooding is quite substantial. At the same
time, the wet environment is also an advantage. A liquid-
fed DMFC is not limited to temperatures below 60 ◦C like
a PEMFC if operated without additional humidification. As
long as the fuel cell is fed with a liquid methanol–water solu-
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methanol and reduction of oxygen take place in the full-cell
experiments, see Eqs. (1) and (2). Protons and electrons form
hydrogen on the cathode in the half-cell configuration, see
Eq. (3), and thus it acts as a reference hydrogen electrode.
In practice, electrolysis of methanol takes place. Assuming
that the losses at the hydrogen cathode are insignificant, this
configuration may also be used to identify the respective elec-
trode overvoltages in a DMFC [23–25].

Anode reaction, full-cell and half-cell:

CH3OH + H2O → CO2 + 6H+ + 6e− (1)

Cathode reaction, full-cell:

3
2 O2 + 6H+ + 6e− → 3H2O (2)

Cathode reaction, half-cell:

6H+ + 6e− → 3H2 (3)

In contrast to the PEMFC, both the anode and cathode
in a DMFC exhibit considerable voltage losses already at
relatively low current densities. Several attempts have been
made to investigate these electrode effects separately. Due to
the constraints of the cell construction and the requirement
of physical contact with the electrolyte, it is rather difficult to
place a reference electrode in the cell. A dynamic hydrogen
electrode (DHE) requires a small applied current between two
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ion, there is no danger of the membrane drying out. On the
ther hand, water leaving the cathode has to be recovered and
e-injected to the anode feed loop.

A lot of effort has been put into characterising the
ethanol crossover in DMFC, and the most frequently

pplied methods involve the measurement of the carbon diox-
de (CO2) content in the cathode outlet by mass spectroscopy
MS), infrared spectroscopy (IR) or gas chromatography
GC) [17–19]. However, the majority of this work is done at
levated temperatures and/or pressures (around 100 ◦C and
p to 3 bar). Generally, the accuracy of all methods is influ-
nced by incomplete cathode oxidation and the presence of
ntermediate products in the outlet stream, as well as possi-
le CO2 diffusion from the anode. In measurements presented
y Wang et al. [17] and Ren et al. [20], complete conversion
f cathodic MeOH to CO2 is assumed, and a possible CO2
rossover is not considered. Later investigations have shown
ontradicting results. Dohle et al. found that the amounts
f CO2 originating from the anode could equal those from
ethanol crossover at high current densities [21]. Another

roup claimed that the effect was negligible [22]. The reason
or the discrepancies is most probably that the behaviour of
he membrane electrode assembly (MEA) is very dependent
n the amount of catalyst, the properties of the gas diffusion
ayer (GDL) and the production/preparation procedure of the

EA.
Dohle et al. found the amount of CO2 crossover by feeding

he cathode with pure nitrogen instead of air. Without oxy-
en, the crossover methanol cannot oxidise and the measured
O2 can only originate from the anode. Normal oxidation of
lectrodes positioned on each side of the membrane [26–28].
en et al. [28] and Li et al. [29] have evaluated the DHE con-
guration by comparing it with the half-cell configuration
nd measured a small deviance in the potentials. At low cur-
ent densities, the half-cell gave an overvoltage value which
as too low, and an overvoltage value which was too high

t high current densities. The former was explained by the
resence of oxygen in the nitrogen stream and the latter by a
oticeable overvoltage due to hydrogen evolution. However,
he discrepancies were not large and by using pure hydrogen
nstead of nitrogen and operating at low current densities,
he half-cell operation is a convenient and reliable method to
etermine the electrode overvoltages.

Impedance spectroscopy has become an increasingly com-
on tool in the characterisation of fuel cells [30]. It is espe-

ially useful in systems where the performance is governed by
number of coupled processes proceeding at different rates.
or DMFC, though, until recently only a few papers have
ealt with such in situ investigations [31]. A major part of
he experiments were done at high temperatures and elevated
ressures, e.g. [19], but results from single-cell measure-
ents at near-ambient conditions have also been published

24,32–35].
In the literature, there is not much published work on

MFC development and characterisation under ambient con-
itions. Most of the articles focus on fuel cells operating at
levated temperatures and pressures (around 100 ◦C and up
o 3 bar) and with cell areas exceeding 100 cm2, e.g. [36–39].
he results obtained are not necessarily transferable to other
perating conditions and smaller cells. Therefore, results
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from the characterisation of single cells using mass spec-
troscopy, half-cell operation and impedance spectroscopy
under near-ambient conditions, i.e. from room temperature
up to 80 ◦C at 1 atm pressure, are presented in this paper. In
addition, single-cell impedance spectra in a previously devel-
oped 12-cell stack were also measured, both in full-cell and
half-cell operation.

2. Experimental

The experiments were performed using a 5 cm × 5 cm cell
with flow-fields milled in 3 mm thick graphite plates. Ser-
pentine flow structures with 1.0 mm wide and deep channels
were used at both the anode and the cathode. Nafion® N117
membranes with 1 mg Pt cm−2 and 0.5 mg Ru cm−2 on the
anode and 4 mg Pt cm−2 on the cathode were applied as MEA.
270 �m thick graphite paper was used on both sides as GDL.
These five-layer MEAs were manufactured by a commercial
supplier of fuel-cell components. If not otherwise speci-
fied, the cathode was fed with 300 ml min−1 air or hydrogen
and the anode with 15 ml min−1 1.0 M methanol–water mix-
ture. Polarisation curves were taken at ambient pressure and
several temperatures and with varying methanol concentra-
tions. All points were recorded under steady-state conditions,
which corresponded to about 5 min per point. During mea-
s
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Table 1
Cell resistance at different operating temperatures

Temperature (◦C) Resistance (m� cm−2)

20 400
35 312.5
50 250
65 242.5
80 237.5

losses are measured in the half-cell. Due to kinetic, ohmic
and mass transport effects, the overvoltages increase with
current density. A significant decrease in the anode overvolt-
age is observed with increasing temperature, which can be
attributed to improved methanol oxidation. It is considered
to be a slow reaction with a strongly adsorbed intermediate.
At low temperatures, the total cell overvoltage also decreases
with increasing temperatures. However, above 65 ◦C no fur-
ther improvement is visible. An identical behaviour was also
found for a stack with identical MEAs [41]. Both the electro-
osmotic drag and diffusion of methanol and water increase
with temperature, which leads to water flooding and mixed
potential on the cathode at higher temperatures. Ren et al.
reported on the same findings and stated that just before the
temperature is high enough to remove cathode water through
evaporation in the channels, the danger of flooding is at its
maximum [28].

According to the results presented above, the anode
accounts for 50–60% of the overall losses at 50 ◦C. At higher
temperatures, the fraction sinks, which is consistent with
the literature for DMFC at higher temperatures [23–27] and
shows that similar behaviour is valid also at lower tempera-
tures. From 20 to 65 ◦C, the maximum power density triples
from below 20 to almost 60 mW cm−2.

Due to the crossover effect, a varying methanol concentra-
tion affects not only the anode. More methanol is transported
t
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urement of the polarisation curves, the cathode outlet was
onnected to a mass spectrometer (MKS minilab, spectra
roducts) to determine the CO2 content.

A Perkin-Elmer Lock-in Amplifier Model 5210, Princeton
pplied Research Potentiostat Model 263A and Kepco Power
ooster BOP 20–20 M were used for single-cell impedance

pectroscopy experiments. For the simultaneous measure-
ent of single-cell impedances of a stack, a multi-channel

mpedance analyser, Solartron 1254 Frequency Response
nalyser, with two eight-channel extension units Solartron
251, was applied. The tested 12-cell stack was based on the
ame type of MEAs as in the single cells and was previously
escribed in [40]. Each impedance measurement was taken
t frequencies from 10 kHz down to 100 mHz in 30 steps for
he single cells and 40 steps for the stack.

. Anode and cathode losses

The performance of fuel cells is highly dependent on the
perating temperature. Membrane resistance, anode and cath-
de kinetics as well as mass transport properties are improved
y increasing the temperature. Table 1 gives the cell resis-
ance at the different temperatures, and it can be seen that the
esistance decreases with temperature. Thus, the membrane
s still sufficiently humidified at high temperatures.

In Fig. 1, the IR-corrected total cell and anode overvolt-
ges at operating temperatures from 20 to 80 ◦C with 1.0 M
ethanol are shown. The total cell overvoltage is calculated

rom the experimental polarisation curves and the theoretical
pen circuit voltage for these conditions, whereas the anode
hrough the membrane at high MeOH concentrations, so
he potential of the cathode decreases and more water is
ormed. In Fig. 2, the IR-corrected total cell and anode over-
oltages with different methanol concentrations at 50 ◦C are
resented. The effect of low concentrations is seen by the
imiting currents for operation with 0.10 and 0.25 M. Both
lectrode overvoltages increase, which is caused by the lack

ig. 1. IR-corrected total cell and anode overvoltages at operating temper-
tures from 20 to 80 ◦C with 1.0 M methanol.
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Fig. 2. IR-corrected total cell and anode overvoltages with methanol con-
centrations from 0.10 to 2.0 M at 50 ◦C.

of available methanol and protons at the cathode and anode,
respectively. The determined limiting currents correspond to
those found by Ren et al. [28].

No changes are visible on the anode overvoltage when the
methanol concentration is increased. According to Ren et al.,
the oxidation rate has a zero-order dependence on methanol
in this concentration range [42]. As long as there is a sur-
plus of water in the feed, the methanol kinetics should not be
noticeably influenced by the methanol concentration. Simi-
lar measurements at higher temperatures also resulted in no
change at the anode with the concentration [26,43]. On the
other hand, the cathode experiences more methanol and water
with increased methanol concentration, which worsens the
effect of the already present mixed potential and the danger
of water flooding increases. About 60% of the losses can be
attributed to the anode, and unlike the effect of the operating
temperature, this does not vary much with methanol con-
centration. The highest cell performance is reached with the
1.0 M methanol solution.

4. CO2 measurements

During the measurements described above, the cathode
outlet was connected to a mass spectrometer and the vol-
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Fig. 3. Equivalent current density of the CO2 measured in the cathode outlet
at different temperatures at 100 mA cm−2 and with 1.0 M methanol.

branes increases with temperature [44]. However, a mem-
brane in contact with liquid water has a higher water uptake
at increasing temperatures [45], and a swollen membrane is
more gas-tight. This decrease in diffusion of CO2 through
the membrane with temperature, together with the decreas-
ing solubility of CO2 in water with temperature, can be an
explanation for the initial decrease in the amount of CO2
found in the full-cell cathode outlet in Fig. 3.

Methanol crossover increases also with the anode feed
methanol concentration. According to Fig. 4, the full-cell
equivalent current density is approximately three times higher
with 2.0 M methanol–water mixture than for 0.5 M. A small
decrease in CO2 diffusion is observed (grey line). During
water uptake measurements, Ren et al. found that the mem-
brane swelling is proportional to the methanol concentration
[28]. The amount of water in the membrane was independent
of the MeOH concentration, but methanol uptake increased
with concentration. An increased swelling of the membrane
can lead to a drop in CO2 diffusion. At these operating con-
ditions, there are very few comparable data, but Gogel et al.
gives a full-cell value somewhat lower than 50 mA cm−2 for
pressurised operation at 25 ◦C and with 1.0 M methanol [22].

Fig. 5 shows the equivalent current densities correspond-
ing to the amounts of CO2 in the cathode outlet throughout a
complete polarisation curve. Since the methanol concentra-
tion at the anode catalyst-membrane interface decreases with

F
a

metric ratio of carbon dioxide in the gas flow was deter-
ined. Before the experiments started, the mass spectrometer
as calibrated with gas mixtures similar to those expected.
he full-cell (black line) measurements correspond to both
ethanol and CO2 crossover, while the half-cell (grey line)

onfiguration gives only the CO2 crossover. All data were
ecorded at 100 mA cm−2.

Fig. 3 shows the equivalent current density of the measured
arbon dioxide at different temperatures. Generally, methanol
rossover is considered to increase with temperature. For
ull-cell measurements, a minimum of carbon dioxide in
he cathode outlet was found at 50 ◦C. On the other hand,
he half-cell data decrease with temperature, which means
hat the diffusion of CO2 through the membrane decreases
ith temperature. From experiments at constant humidity, it

s known that the gas permeability through Nafion® mem-

ig. 4. Equivalent current density of the CO2 measured in the cathode outlet
t different methanol concentrations at 100 mA cm−2 and 50 ◦C.
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Fig. 5. Equivalent current density of the CO2 measured in the cathode outlet
at different current densities with 0.5 M methanol and at 50 ◦C.

current density, the methanol crossover decreases as well.
Thus, the full-cell equivalent current density decreases with
the cell current density. By contrast, the half-cell data increase
with current density. The quantity of produced CO2 is propor-
tional to the current, and more carbon dioxide on the anode
leads to more diffusion through the membrane. From Fig. 5
it can also be seen that the amount of CO2 on the cathode at
high current densities almost only consists of CO2 from the
anode. These results are obtained at 50 ◦C and with a 0.5 M
methanol solution. At higher methanol concentrations and
temperatures, the fraction of methanol crossover will increase
considerably, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Thereby, the amount
of CO2 from methanol crossover will increase. Dohle et al.
measured that approximately 70% of the CO2 came from the
anode at 300 mA cm−2, 85 ◦C, 1.0 M MeOH and 3 bar [21].

Although it is often assumed that the crossover methanol
is immediately converted to carbon dioxide at the cathode
[17,20], it is highly unlikely that the conversion is complete.
Meier et al. claimed that as much as 20% of the methanol
remained [18]. Another group reported methanol concentra-
tions as high as 0.07 M in the liquid cathode outlet (2.0 M
MeOH, 90 ◦C and 100 mA cm−2) [10]. Therefore, to exactly
determine the methanol crossover, a catalytic burner is usu-
ally included between the cell outlet and the CO2 analysing
equipment [21,22]. In this way, the remaining methanol is
completely converted to CO2. In the experiments presented
h
c

Fig. 7. Nyquist plots of the full-cell impedance at 100 mA cm−2 with differ-
ent air flow rates. Operating conditions: 50 ◦C, 15 ml min−1 1.0 M methanol
and ambient air.

estimate the dimension of this error, the methanol concentra-
tion in the liquid cathode outlet was determined by external
laboratory analysis. Because of the small quantity of liquid
at the cathode under these operating conditions, the amount
from a whole day of testing was collected and investigated.
All cells were operated following the same test procedure,
including total duration and current load, so the liquid sam-
ples represent an average. The relative values, referred to
50 ◦C and 1.0 M MeOH, are presented in Fig. 6. At 50 ◦C and
with 1.0 M methanol, the cathode concentration was about
0.01 M, which corresponds to less than 1% of the overall
methanol crossover. Thus, it can be said that the MeOH con-
version at the cathode was nearly 100%.

The initial increase in methanol concentration with tem-
perature in Fig. 6(a) is caused by the increased crossover. At
higher temperatures, a higher conversion rate at the cathode
catalyst may lead to the reduction in the amount of methanol.
As expected, the amount of non-reacted methanol increases
with methanol feed concentration, see Fig. 6(b).

5. Impedance measurements

5.1. Impedance of single cells

With the same cell and experimental set-up as described
a
w
c

F erature
i

ere, such a procedure was not applied, which may have
aused too low values for the crossover to be determined. To

ig. 6. Relative amounts of methanol in the cathode outlet at different temp
n Figs. 3 and 4, respectively.
bove, impedance spectra of both full cells and half-cells
ere measured. Fig. 7 shows the Nyquist plots of the full-

ell impedance at 100 mA cm−2 with different air flow rates

s (a) and methanol concentrations (b), corresponding to the measurements
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at 50 ◦C. Ninety millilitre per minute corresponds to approx-
imately twice the stoichiometric air flow rate. From the irreg-
ular semi-circle at low flow rates, it is immediately seen that
the cell experiences a mass transport problem. Due to the
dynamic behaviour of the water transport from the cathode
(water flooding occurs) and the duration of the impedance
measurement at low frequencies, the plot becomes highly
irregular. It is not until the flow rate is more than four times
higher than the stoichiometric value that further increasing
the amount of air does not cause a significant improvement.

Contrary to most hydrogen-fed polymer electrolyte mem-
brane fuel cells, the DMFC also show inductive behaviour.
Already in 1968, Schuhmann could explain the inductive
part of the Nyquist plot of electrochemical reactions by the
adsorption mechanism of intermediates [46]. It is generally
accepted that the methanol oxidation is limited by adsorp-
tion of carbon monoxide or other intermediates formed. This
may also be the reason why inductive behaviour (i.e. positive
imaginary impedance) is visible in the low frequency range
when mass transport limitations are excluded. Both Müller
and Diard have confirmed the inductive part in the DMFC
Nyquist plots with kinetic theory, but with a single and triple
adsorbate reaction sequence, respectively [31,47]. Another
explanation for the inductive behaviour is given by Antoine
et al. [48]. They investigated the oxygen reduction reaction
on platinum nanoparticles inside Nafion®. This mechanism
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extracted with caution from fitting such models to experi-
mental results. However, the equivalent electric circuit gives
a good understanding of the impedance spectra of fuel cells.
A model like the one shown in Fig. 8 results in semi-circles,
with the size and position depending on the value of the resis-
tances and capacitances. The measured Nyquist plots, such
as those shown in Fig. 7, are more flattened semi-circles. This
is caused by the inhomogeneous spatial distribution of mass,
temperature and current in the cell [30] and the roughness
of the dispersed electrode surfaces [50]. An overlap between
different semi-circles is also possible if the effects are acti-
vated in the same frequency regions. If the cathode is fed with
hydrogen, only the anode resistance and capacitance and the
membrane resistance will show in the impedance spectra.

The methanol flow rate is not as critical for the perfor-
mance as the air flow rate. Basically, removal of CO2 gas
bubbles with a liquid is much easier than removal of water
droplets with gas. The stoichiometric flow rate of 1.0 M
methanol at 100 mA cm−2 is about 0.25 ml min−1. However,
the parasitic methanol loss due to crossover is also significant,
and amounts of up to 100% of the useful MeOH consump-
tion have been reported [22,42]. Thus, the real stoichiometric
flow rate is up to two times higher. Nyquist plots of the full-
cell and half-cell impedance at 100 mA cm−2 with different
methanol flow rates are shown in Fig. 9(a) and (b). In the full-
cell plot (a), the curves represent both the anode and cathode
i
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r
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t

an also be considered as containing adsorption steps with
he adsorbed intermediates, OHads and O2Hads. If the cath-
de reaction is a single step process, these adsorption steps
re not included, which lead to the non-inductive behaviour
ostly seen in the PEMFC impedance plots [49]. But, in the

ase of the DMFC cathode, it is possible that this changes in
he presence of methanol.

Electrochemical cells, like fuel cells, can be modelled by
esistors and capacitors. In a simplified form, a parallel con-
ection of an ohmic resistance and a capacitance represents
he electrode–electrolyte interface and a pure ohmic resis-
ance connected in series represents the membrane, see Fig. 8.
he electrode ohmic resistance might represent the charge

ransfer resistance of a reaction, while the capacitance can be
ttributed to the double-layer capacitance across the interface.

DMFC anode would additionally include an inductance
erm, as mentioned above. However, the overall situation is
uch more complicated and physical parameters should be

Fig. 8. Equivalent electric circuit describing a fuel cell, after [30,31].
mpedance. Here, a local maximum is seen at high frequen-
ies, which can be attributed to the cathode reduction. The
econd semi-circle corresponds to the anode processes and
esembles the semi-circle for half-cell operation. A methanol
ow rate, which is too low, also influences the cathode. This is
vident since the full-cell impedance at 0.5 ml min−1 is much

ig. 9. Nyquist plots of the full-cell (a) and half-cell (b) impedance at
00 mA cm−2 with different methanol flow rates. Operating conditions:
0 ◦C, 1.0 M methanol and 300 ml min−1 air or hydrogen at ambient condi-
ions.
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Fig. 10. Nyquist plots of the full-cell impedance at 100 mA cm−2 with dif-
ferent methanol concentrations. Operating conditions: 50 ◦C, 15 ml min−1

methanol and 300 ml min−1 air at ambient conditions.

higher than the half-cell impedance. The reduction of oxygen
may be limited by the transport of protons and electrons to
the cathode. If both the oxidised and crossover methanol is
considered, a methanol flow rate of less than two times the
real stoichiometric flow rate is sufficient for stable operation.
A further increase of the flow rate has no significant effect.

In Fig. 10, the Nyquist plots of the full-cell impedance at
different methanol concentrations are shown. Here, the 45◦
slope of the curves at high frequencies is more pronounced
than in the previous graphs. Generally, this is known from
electrochemical cells with porous electrodes and limited elec-
trolyte conductivity, and can be related to the coupling of the
distributed ionic resistance and the distributed capacitance in
the catalyst layer [49,51]. The influence of methanol concen-
tration on the performance was also shown in the polarisation
curves in Fig. 2. Since the effect of methanol concentration
on the anode is minimal, both of these results show that the
cathode losses increase with methanol concentration. Addi-
tionally, the impedance measurements reveal an increased
inductive behaviour with concentration. The same behaviour
was also seen in the anode Nyquist plots. If more water is
available at the catalyst, the oxidation of the adsorbed inter-
mediate is faster. This is valid for both the anode and the
cathode. Other differences in the anode Nyquist plots with
methanol concentration were not observed.

From the measurements presented in Fig. 1, it was
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Fig. 11. Nyquist plots of the full-cell (a) and half-cell (b) impedance at
100 mA cm−2 and different operating temperatures. Operating conditions:
15 ml min−1 1.0 M methanol and 300 ml min−1 air or hydrogen at ambient
conditions.

As long as no mass transport problems occur, the cathode
accounts for approximately one third of the total losses. At
low temperatures, the anode kinetics are limiting, whereas at
higher temperatures the mass transport at the cathode (water)
is limiting. This agrees with the conclusions in [19,24,52].

5.2. Impedance stack

It has already been shown that the performance of direct
methanol fuel cells strongly depends on the operating con-
ditions, e.g. air and methanol flow rates, operating temper-
ature and methanol concentration. Although there are small
temperature and concentration gradients in a stack, the inho-
mogeneous delivery of reactants to and removal of products
from the cells mostly cause the unstable and non-uniform
behaviour of the single-cell voltages [41]. Already at low
current densities, there is a difference of several millivolt
between the best and the worst cell. This difference increases
continuously, until one or more single-cell voltages rapidly
drop as the current is raised. When the current is increased
even more, several cell voltages start to oscillate and eventu-
ally drop to negative values. Fig. 12 shows the Nyquist plots
of the full-cell impedance for all 12 cells simultaneously in
a stack at 70 mA cm−2.

These Nyquist plots have the same typical character of a
D ◦
f
F
b
a
p

ssumed that only the anode kinetics improve with temper-
ture. When the Nyquist plots of the full-cell impedance in
ig. 11(a) are examined, a decrease of the local maximum at
igh frequencies with temperature is noticed. This may indi-
ate that the oxygen reduction in DMFC also improves with
emperature. However, this could not be seen in the polar-
sation curves in Fig. 1. The methanol and water crossover
lso increases with temperature, and the strong effect of the
ethanol-air mixed potential and water flooding at the cath-

de suppress the temperature dependence of the electrode
inetics in the polarisation curve. Just as in Fig. 1, the anode
osses in Fig. 11(b) decrease with temperature. The oxida-
ion of methanol, including intermediates, is faster at elevated
emperatures. Therefore, the inductive part corresponding to
he poisoning adsorption step is also smaller.
MFC as those of single cells, with the 45 slope at high
requencies and the inductive part at low frequencies, see
ig. 10. The majority of the cells show almost identical plots,
ut in cells 2, 3 and 4, a second semi-circle is visible. Usu-
lly, this is interpreted as being due to mass transportation
roblems. However, from Fig. 12 it is difficult to see exactly
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Fig. 12. Nyquist plots of the full-cell impedance for all 12 cells at
70 mA cm−2. Operating conditions: 50 ◦C, 60 ml min−1 1.0 M methanol and
4.7 l min−1 ambient air.

where or what the limiting effect can be. By applying the
same half-cell measurement configuration as described pre-
viously to the stack, the anode and cathode impedance can be
separated. Fig. 13 presents the Nyquist plots of the half-cell
(anode) impedance under the same conditions as for the plots
in Fig. 12.

Since the applied MEAs are identical to those in the single-
cell experiments, these anode impedance plots are essentially
the same as those presented before, see also Fig. 11(b). Dif-
ferences are mainly due to different current densities in the
two measurements. The deviation between the 12 Nyquist
plots is very small, which indicates that the conditions at
the anodes are practically equal. Alternatively, the possible
differences have no influence on the anode impedance plot
and the performance. In Fig. 14, however, where the cathode
Nyquist plots are depicted, a serious discrepancy between the
impedance curves is found. The increased size of the cathode
curves indicates that mass transport limitation occurs. Water
flooding of some electrodes leads to a decreased active area
in those cells, and thus, an increased ohmic resistance and
cathode impedance evolve. Removal of the cathode water is
dependent on homogeneous air distribution to all cells by the
manifolds.

An inductive behaviour is also observed at the cath-
ode, which probably relates to the oxidation of crossover-
methanol. In the cells where no mass transport limitation
o

F
7
4

Fig. 14. Calculated cathode Nyquist plots based on the results in
Figs. 12 and 13.

about 1/3 of the total, see Figs. 12 and 14, the same relation-
ship as obtained previously with single cells.

6. Conclusion

A thorough characterisation of direct methanol fuel cells
under ambient conditions has been presented. At varying
operating temperature and methanol concentration, full-cell
and half-cell overvoltages were examined by feeding the
cathode with hydrogen and using it as a reference elec-
trode. The dependence of these overvoltages on temperature
and concentration were further compared with impedance
spectroscopy experiments. Both the anode and the cathode
kinetics improve with increasing temperature, but the cath-
ode suffers from losses due to higher methanol crossover
and water flooding at higher temperatures. The methanol
concentration, however, mainly influences the cathode. Mea-
surements of CO2 in the cathode outlet revealed that the
amount of crossover CO2 is noticeable compared to the CO2
from methanol crossover, but decreases with temperature
and methanol concentration. Almost 100% of the crossover
methanol is converted to CO2 at the cathode. With a multi-
channel impedance spectrometer, the single-cell impedance
spectra of all cells in a stack were measured simultaneously.
It could be seen that the cathodes limit the stack performance
d

A

f
H
t

R

ccurs, the low frequency part of the cathode impedance is

ig. 13. Nyquist plots of the half-cell impedance for all 12 cells at
0 mA cm−2. Operating conditions: 50 ◦C, 60 ml min−1 1.0 M methanol and
.7 l min−1 hydrogen.
ue to water flooding and methanol crossover.
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